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Black and British: A short, essential history
Author: David Olusoga Format: Audiobook Release Date:
02/10/2021 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
Narrated by Ben Onwukwe Adapted for younger readers from his
seminal adult edition of the same book, David Olusoga’s Black and
British presents an engaging, illuminating and critically needed account
of Black British history. Indeed, this succinct, impactful edition also
serves as an excellent primer for adults. The introduction frames the
book in the context of contemporary Britain - “Britain’s population is
changing. More of us than ever are members of families that include
people of different skin colours and ethnicities. Black history helps
explain how national history is intertwined with our family histories. It
helps us make sense of the country we are today.” And of course,
contrary to popular perception, Black history has long been entwined
with British history - it is British history. As the book reveals through
lively, clear text - supplemented by fascinating maps and visuals there’s evidence that Africans were part of the Roman army stationed in
Britain as far back as 253AD. And contrary to the typical representation
of Tudor England as being a white entity, several hundred Black Tudors
have been found in historical records. Then, as European trade with
Africa exploded - spearheaded by the Portuguese and Spanish who’d
begun to buy and transport slaves from Africa - Britain wanted in on the
lucrative action, and soon started shipping slaves to their Caribbean
colonies. Come the early Georgian era (1714-1776) an increasing
number of enslaved Africans were brought to Britain to serve wealthy
families, as evidenced by the portraits and newspaper pieces
reproduced in this book. Also covering the late Georgian era, the
Victorian period, the two World Wars, through to the continuing
Windrush Scandal, Olusoga has done an incredible job of correcting
misconceptions and presenting the truth of Black British history in
engaging, lucid style.

The Silk Roads A New History of the World Illustrated Edition
Author: Peter Frankopan Format: Paperback Release Date:
08/07/2021 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
Adapted for a younger readership from the author’s celebrated adult
book of the same name, this illustrated history of the Silk Roads, bound
in a majestic gold and blue package, is the perfect present for fledging
historians. The book’s journey leads armchair adventurers along
thrilling, far-reaching roads, taking in the history of ancient Persia,
Constantinople, Rome, Attila the Hun, the emergence of Islam, Viking
slavery, Genghis Khan, Columbus - and more - from a holistic
perspective. “You might even think of the Silk Roads as the world’s
central nervous system, linking all the organs of the body together”, the
author suggests in the introduction, and his engaging exploration of the
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interplay between politics, science, religion and trade certainly gives
this book far greater tang than your standard textbook. Indeed,
generously spiced with exquisite illustrations and maps that inform as
they enthrall, young history buffs will undoubtedly devour this pitchperfect treasure, and grown-ups will get much from it too.

Our Beautiful Game
Author: Lou Kuenzler Format: Paperback Release Date: 01/07/2021
Year Groups: Key Stage 3
The eye opening and fascinating true story of Lily Parr, Alice Woods and
their teammates in the Dick Kerr Ladies Football team are the
inspiration behind this engrossing story of football obsessed Polly Nabb,
who would much rather kick a ball than stay at home and help her
mother, which is the role society expects her to fulfil. As men, including
her beloved brother, were sent to fight in the war, women and girls took
their place in munitions factories. When Polly sees these women playing
football in their breaks, she lies about her age to get a job there too and
eventually she is recruited to the famous Sparks team, who were
playing public matches to sell-out crowds, but also on the receiving end
of public vilification and scorn. Indeed, despite drawing crowds of
50,000, women's football was to be outlawed by the Football Association
in 1921, who deemed it 'unsuitable for females'. This little-known fact
will astonish modern fans of the Lionesses England team, as will the
authentic detail of the dangers of the munition factories and the wider
struggle for female independence and respect. This is a very wellrounded picture of life on the Home Front during the First World War,
full of fascinating detail and incident, populated by vivid and memorable
characters and infused with a real passion for the game of football. A
very entertaining and enjoyable read that adds useful depth to any
historical study of the period and a salutary lesson for any sexist sports
fans!

Protest!
Author: Alice Haworth-Booth Format: Hardback Release Date:
10/06/2021 Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3
A Julia Eccleshare Pick of the Month June 2021 Thoughtful and
inspiring, Protest! covers the theory of protest – how it works, why
people take part, why it is so important in bringing about change – and,
above all, the tactics to bring about change that were used in any
particular protest. The individual protests are grouped together under
headings including: Independence and Resistance which contains
‘Resisting the Nazis’; Rights for Women from ‘Suffragettes’ to ‘Women’s
Lib’ and, bringing the subject up to date, Global Uprising including ‘Arab
Spring’, ‘Hong Kong’ and ‘Black Lives Matter’ and New Grassroots
including ‘Extinction Rebellion’ and ‘School Strikes’. In the text and
illustrations, Alice and Emily Haworth-Booth make these campaigns
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from the past vivid. Through their telling of these stories – which they
acknowledge are the campaigns that they themselves are committed to
-they inspire all those with a cause to support to get involved.

Drawn Across Borders: True Stories of
Migration
Author: George Butler Format: Hardback Release Date: 01/04/2021
Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
Written and illustrated by award-winning artist and current affairs
specialist George Butler, Drawn Across Borders is a unique empathyinspiring portrayal of the affecting personal experiences of twelve
migrants, covering countries as diverse as Tajikistan, Myanmar, Kenya,
Syria and Palestine. It’s an honest, awe-inspiring tribute to the featured
individuals, a testament to the strength of the human spirit, and a
timely reminder that real people lie behind every news story on
migrants. Real people with real (and varied) reasons for leaving places
they once called home. Butler frames the book with brilliant clarity:
“People move around the world for many reasons. Some migration is
voluntary; most is not.” The written portraits are deeply personal,
framed by the author’s experiences on the frontlines of - for example refugee camps, and based on his conversations with migrants. When
combined with the accompanying painterly illustrations, they create a
book that draws the heart and eye to a clutch of stories that should be
known. Recommended for readers aged 11 upwards who have an
interest in current affairs and history (adults included), this would also
make a valuable springboard for discussing migration and global politics
in a classroom context. The LoveReading LitFest invited George to the
festival to talk about Drawn Across Borders. You can view the event by
subscribing to the LitFest programme for as little as £6 per month - or
you can pay per view. For just £2, go, see George in conversation with
Paul Blezard and find out why everyone should read this book. Check
out a preview of the event here
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Becoming: Adapted for Younger Readers
Author: Michelle Obama Format: Hardback Release Date:
02/03/2021 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
April 2021 Book of the Month This bestseller that dominated the
adult charts for some considerable number of weeks has now been
adapted for younger readers losing something like 100 pages in the
process. This is the life story of Michelle Obama, from her poor but
happy childhood on the Southside of Chicago to her current position as
an ex-First Lady of the United States. It is written in a text that flows
well – and gives the reader a searingly honest view of what life was like,
the struggles and triumphs of a thoughtful, driven young black woman
to get to top class US universities and gain excellent qualifications from
them and to find her place in the world. Her meeting with Barack and
their early life before politics impinged. Then, through the stages of
their political life as a family – told in such a way that it is relatively easy
to understand the complex political set-up in the US (something I always
find rather confusing!) The highlight for me was seeing just how much
Michelle was passionate about helping young people get what they
needed – a better life, better nutrition, minority recognition and a sense
of self-worth – which started whilst she was in college and continues
right through her story. Her love of family and dislike for partisan
politics – even whilst she had to exist within the political system – give
one hope for the future and those young people she helped. A very
readable and accessible biography for anyone with an interest in recent
US history. Highly recommended.

A Really Short History of Nearly Everything
Author: Bill Bryson Format: Paperback Release Date: 29/10/2020
Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3
Crammed full of information which will answer a great many questions
about what goes on in the universe around us; this is a brilliantly written
introduction which has been cleverly simplified for younger readers from
the hugely successful original by Bill. Divided into short chapters which
make it easier to understand and supported by an excellent index, the
story of how the universe came into being, how humans evolved, how
we have discovered what we know about space and much, much more
are all well described and attractively illustrated.
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A Really Short History of Nearly Everything
Author: Bill Bryson Format: Hardback Release Date: 29/10/2020
Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3
Crammed full of information which will answer a great many questions
about what goes on in the universe around us; this is a brilliantly written
introduction which has been cleverly simplified for younger readers from
the hugely successful original by Bill. Divided into short chapters which
make it easier to understand and supported by an excellent index, the
story of how the universe came into being, how humans evolved, how
we have discovered what we know about space and much, much more
are all well described and attractively illustrated.

Black and British: A short, essential history
Author: David Olusoga Format: Paperback Release Date:
01/10/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
Longlisted for the UKLA Book Awards 2022 Information Books
3-14 | Winner of Book of the Year, Children's: Illustrated and
Non-Fiction at The British Book Awards | Shortlisted for
Waterstones Book of the Year 2020 Adapted for younger readers
from his seminal adult edition of the same book, David Olusoga’s Black
and British presents an engaging, illuminating and critically needed
account of Black British history. Indeed, this succinct, impactful edition
also serves as an excellent primer for adults. The introduction frames
the book in the context of contemporary Britain - “Britain’s population is
changing. More of us than ever are members of families that include
people of different skin colours and ethnicities. Black history helps
explain how national history is intertwined with our family histories. It
helps us make sense of the country we are today.” And of course,
contrary to popular perception, Black history has long been entwined
with British history - it is British history. As the book reveals through
lively, clear text - supplemented by fascinating maps and visuals there’s evidence that Africans were part of the Roman army stationed in
Britain as far back as 253AD. And contrary to the typical representation
of Tudor England as being a white entity, several hundred Black Tudors
have been found in historical records. Then, as European trade with
Africa exploded - spearheaded by the Portuguese and Spanish who’d
begun to buy and transport slaves from Africa - Britain wanted in on the
lucrative action, and soon started shipping slaves to their Caribbean
colonies. Come the early Georgian era (1714-1776) an increasing
number of enslaved Africans were brought to Britain to serve wealthy
families, as evidenced by the portraits and newspaper pieces
reproduced in this book. Also covering the late Georgian era, the
Victorian period, the two World Wars, through to the continuing
Windrush Scandal, Olusoga has done an incredible job of correcting
misconceptions and presenting the truth of Black British history in
engaging, lucid style.
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Secrets of the Witch
Author: Elsa Whyte & Julie Légère Format: Hardback Release Date:
04/08/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
September 2020 Book of the Month Opening with a heartfelt “Dear
sister” address that invites aspiring witches to step into its beautifullydesigned pages, this compendium dispels many myths about spellmakers as its modern-day witch authors seek to “retell and reclaim our
identity”. One such myth is the distinction between “white” and “black”
magic – the authors note that “magic is magic and the only difference
lies within our intentions and how we choose to use it.” But what is
magic? They point out links between nature and magic, and share
information about ancient priestesses and oracles who read signs in
nature and understood the power of plants and the planets. Moving
through history, readers will discover that distrust of magic emerged in
the Middle Ages, which led to the persecution of female practitioners of
magic and the murderous witch-hunts of the 15th-17th centuries. After
learning about the positive revival of witches in the twentieth-century
(such as ecology-oriented Wiccans, and feminist activist witches), the
book explores witches in popular culture, magical symbols, and
concludes with practical guidance on herb magic, stone magic, crystal
magic and making your own talisman. This is a perfect primer for girls
interested in magic and witches, and gorgeously-presented too, with a
gold-foiled cover, red ribbons and evocative illustrations on every page.

Have Pride
Author: Stella Caldwell Format: Hardback Release Date: 09/07/2020
Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
An inspirational history of the LGBTQ+ movement With activist
and founder of LGBT History Month and Schools OUT UK, Susan Sanders,
as consultant, you can be confident that the information in this essential
resource is reliable as well as being engaging and highly readable. The
foreword by celebrity actor Layton Williams and the Why I Have Pride
vignettes interspersed throughout the book, featuring young people
from across the whole spectrum of the LBGTQ+ community, will ensure
a high level of interest from young people and provide empowering
messages for them to read. Starting from the evidence of acceptance in
ancient history through the growth of persecution as Christianity
flourishes in Europe, the brutality of the Inquisition, the recurrence of
the death penalty for homosexuality around the world and the disaster
of the Aids epidemic, this book does not hide the darker side of the
history of the LGBTQ+ movement, but the emphasis is very much on
the brave people who took on the fight against discrimination, prejudice
and injustice. So, although agonising setbacks occurred, the overall
progress has been upwards and the overall impact of the book is to
inspire and celebrate. Helped, no doubt, by the rainbow coloured cover
and vibrant illustrations. The timeline of milestones, comprehensive
index and glossary and guide to sources of further information add
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value as a reference tool, but this is very much a book that will be read
with pleasure and I hope with pride!

The London Underground: 50 Things to See
and Do
Author: Geoff Marshall, with Vicki Pipe Format: Paperback Release
Date: 06/02/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3
Millions of people use the underground in London every day, but how
many of them know the secrets and facts revealed in this fascinating
book? Did you know, for example, that you could walk for fifteen
minutes through the corridors at Bank station without going over the
same steps? Or that there are 49 – 49! – abandoned and disused
stations? Or that you can walk between some stations faster than the
train? It concludes with various tube challenges, including the ultimate:
visit all 270 stations in one day. The record for that is fifteen hours, fortyfive minutes and thirty-eight seconds apparently ... All this plus
underground history and peeks into the future. A quirky and
unputdownable guide to the lines beneath our feet.
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